Vocera Communications
CASE STUDY

Elevation Marketing helps health
care technology pioneer understand
and embody the future of caring.
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BACKGROUND

Whether you view it as a market sector, a work environment or a refuge
where sick people seek cures, health care is undergoing feverish change. New
technologies, political intervention, intrusive regulation and relentless economic
pressure are complicating care delivery, distracting care providers and
corroding the connections between care teams and patients. Today's nurse
may actually spend less than two hours of a 12-hour shift in direct patient care.
These challenges have intensified the competition in health care
communication technologies, attracting large horizontal solution providers
and native startups. All seek a share of the sector's capital spending
by making communication easier and information more accessible.
Vocera Communications, a San Jose, California-based company that
builds real-time communication systems for health care, has worked
hard to adapt to these changes. Its initial product – a wearable, wireless,
voice-activated communication badge – has evolved into an intelligent
collaboration platform that integrates with more than 120 third-party care
delivery systems and applications. The company is currently extending
that platform through an active acquisition strategy. Its solutions now
provide hands-free voice communication, secure texting, patient
engagement tools and integrated clinical workflows for more
than 1,400 hospitals and provider organizations worldwide.

Any technology message must be
embedded in a larger story of one-to-one
human interaction, primarily that the health
care ecosystem can be more compassionate
and humane precisely because it is better
connected and more efficient.

CHALLENGE

Vocera needed a new go-to-market story that more fully captured its growing
aspirations and its product's expanding capabilities. Under new marketing leadership, the
company launched a communication strategy refresh to better support its business goals
and deepen its customer engagement.
Based on a prior relationship, Vocera approached Elevation Marketing. "We provided content
development and graphic design services for occasional projects," says Lorie Loe, vice president of
content strategy for Elevation. "Vocera invited us to show them some of our more strategic work for
other clients and to share our understanding of B2B storytelling and how it can shift perception
and drive audience engagement."

VOCERA LAUNCHED
A COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY REFRESH TO
BETTER SUPPORT ITS
BUSINESS GOALS AND
DEEPEN ITS CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

Elevation proposed a discovery project to better
understand audience pain points, evaluate competitive
approaches to addressing those problems, and identify
opportunities to do so more effectively and with greater
differentiation. The work would build on Vocera’s
recently completed brand awareness study, adding new
primary and secondary research to include the following:

FOCUSED RESEARCH

•

Internal stakeholder interviews to uncover perceptions
of the audience and how to approach them.

•

External customer interviews to understand
their challenges and buying decisions.

•

In-depth industry and analyst research to
identify trends, issues and opportunities.

•

Audits of competitor strategies to identify
best practices and story gaps.

•

Audits of existing Vocera marketing materials.

In a focused, eight-week discovery process,
Elevation completed all interviews and
research, analyzed the results, and extracted
the following set of key storytelling inputs:

•

•

There was greenspace in the market: No provider
was offering visionary stories or stepping
up to lead around the idea of improving the
health care experience with technology.

•

The human factor was essential: Any
technology story must link to or support
a story of enabling "sacred" human
interactions in the care environment.
The need was obvious: Health care professionals and
clinicians already understand that current technologies
get in the way as much as they help streamline.

CORPORATE STORY THEME

Starting with these inputs, Elevation's content strategy team began to iterate potential
go-to-market stories that positioned well in identified gaps. Vocera needed a story
that acknowledged the aspirations, frustrations and needs of clinical professionals
and health care managers without lecturing on realities they understood too well.
Any technology message must be embedded in a larger story of one-to-one human
interaction—primarily that the health care ecosystem can be more compassionate
and humane, precisely because it is better connected and more efficient.
Elevation proposed a number of potential topline story themes for Vocera, each
accompanied by a set of examples illustrating how they might articulate it in
content and map it to a tactical plan to provide a consistent storyline. Two of
these themes appealed powerfully – to different groups of stakeholders.
Vocera's clinical professionals overwhelmingly approved a theme called “Moments of
Connection,” with a high-level storyline that “each moment is an opportunity
for an intimate human connection that improves everyone's outcome.”
Technical and executive leadership chose a different theme. “The Future of Caring”
provides an umbrella for stories about how “visionary leaders are engineering
compassionate, value-based care into every touchpoint of the health care ecosystem.”
Understanding that both teams had a valid perspective, Vocera asked Elevation to
bring the feeling of “Moments of Connection” into “The Future of Caring” theme.
The subsequent output was perfectly tuned to Vocera’s refreshed market vision,
and it adopted “The Future of Caring” as its new corporate story theme.
The next step was the development of a content plan mapping the new corporate story to
tactical channels and the buyer's journey, followed by the development of a comprehensive
Vocera story through a new corporate brochure. And Vocera didn’t stop there. The
campaign was subsequently executed via the web, highly visible billboards in Silicon
Valley’s US-101 corridor, brand videos and interior displays at the headquarters' offices.
The new story also provided a perfect platform to support a series of strategic acquisitions
designed to extend the Vocera platform's functionality and integration capabilities.

INDUSTRY LEADER

But the new storyline's most important impact may well be on Vocera's own
vision of its role and potential. "When we presented our key research findings
to the Vocera team, they immediately began to see themselves differently," Loe
recalls. "They began to develop go-to-market communications that positioned
the company as the industry leader. It wasn't just a go-to-market story;
it was the seed of a new internal identity. That's what content strategy
can do when it's aligned with audience research, and it is really powerful."

They began to develop go-to-market communications
that positioned the company as the industry leader. It
wasn't just a go-to-market story; it was the seed of a new
internal identity. That's what content strategy can do
when it's aligned with audience research, and it is
really powerful.
— Lorie Loe
Vice President of Content Strategy for Elevation

ABOUT ELEVATION

Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency,
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure
alignment between marketing and sales.
We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and
know how to effectively manage, deliver, and retain buyers.
We offer full-cycle web development services for the
enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining
the dissemination of information to targeted entities.

Whether its partner portals, online stores, web apps or
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead
generation and nurturing.
If you have a B2B product or service that solves real-world
problems, then you’ve done your job. We’ll do ours by
connecting you to the B2B decision makers that will
benefit from what you have to offer.
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